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Program ENDFIC/1/ is a nuclear data utility program in FORTRAN. It was written 
under contract on 'Indexing and Intercomparison Programme of Evaluated Nuclear Data 
Files' (No. 7866/RB/TC), between Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam, 
and the International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna. The program can be used for the 
following two activities: 

i. INFO activity: to find'from a given ENDF/B formatted evaluated nuclear data 
library, information regarding the contents of the library, 

ii. COMP activity: to; do comparison of cross sections from several given ENDF 
libraries. 

Features of ENDFIC 

ENDFIC works with upto 5 ENDF libraries concurrently. 
Under the INFO feature, ENDFIC can find for any desired nuclide, 

- the ENDF format (4,5 or 6), 
- the fissionability, 
- the resolved resonance formalism, if any, 
- availability of gamma production and covariance data, 
- sections(MT) given under each file(MF), 
- number of points given for each cross section type (MF=3), 
- Q value of the reaction, 
- whether the cross sections are linearised, 
- number of records for chosen nuclide, 
- starting record number for this nuclide, etc. 

Under the COMP feature, cross sections from the given ENDF tapes can be 
compared, at specified (or built-in) energies. Cross sections of the same type or of different 
types may be compared. 

The program being conversational, with builtin default options, having Rewind, Help 
and browsing facilities, is user friendly. The selection of nuclides may be either based on 
MAT number or on ZA value (Z *1000 + A). If, out of the selected libraries, the nuclide is 
specified only for the first, (by MAT or ZA) the program would choose the same nuclide 
(based on ZA) from the other libraries. 

Limitations: ENDFIC itself cannot reconstruct resonance parameters into cross sections, a 
comparison at an energy in the resoance region may not be meaningful unless preprocessed 
ENDFs are input to the code. 
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